DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES

MANUEL BLUM
Bruce Nelson University
Professor of Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University
“A Computer Architecture Inspired by Neuroscience, with suggestions for the design of a Conscious AI”
February 23, 2018

JEANNETTE M. WING
Avanessians Director of the
Data Science Institute
Professor of Computer Science
Columbia University
“Data for Good”
April 13, 2018

TREVOR MUDGE
Bredt Family Professor of Computer Science & Engineering
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
“The Explosion in Neural Network Chips”
May 4, 2018

TOM ANDERSON
Warren Francis and Wilma Kolm Bradley Chair, Paul G. Allen School of Computer Science & Engineering
University of Washington
“High Performance Operating Systems in the Data Center”
May 11, 2018

All lectures to be held in Donald Bren Hall, Room 6011 at 11:00 a.m.
For further information, please contact hbyrnes@ics.uci.edu, or go to www.cs.uci.edu

Sponsored by the Department of Computer Science